How it works…

Convalot is…

The Convalot Team recognized that
there are a lot of converters already
made, but there are different ones
for each category of file! So we
decided to combine all of the free
converters that already exist into
one consolidated one.

…an easy to use file
fil conversion
i tooll
that aims to simplify the conversion
of files on Windows, Linux and Mac.
…a frontend for all other converters
so that it can support a wide variety
of formats.
formats
…a way to stay ahead of the curve
with our revolutionary new XML
plugin language that allows Convalot
to be extended to support new
formats as they are developed.
developed

Shows available input categories

For each category, shows
the available formats

Features…

Add and remove files with a
click or just drag them over!

Green conversions have been completed.
Yellow conversions are in progress.

‐‐ Currently supports conversions
between a wide variety of formats
including audio, video, and image
formats.
‐‐ Veryy easyy to extend functionalityy
for Convalot by writing or
downloading plugins and other
converters.

Convert files in the current category!

The Console provides details about
what’s going on “under the hood”

A plugin can be written in XML that
Convalot reads in order to determine
how to call another converter and
what it can do. It then compiles all
of the information and shows the
user what they can convert. The
user does not have to know
(although they can if they want)
which converter was used to do a
particular conversion. This greatly
simplifies the conversion process
into a user friendly GUI!

What’ss next…
What
‐‐ Proper context menu integration
‐‐ Support for changing conversion
parameters

‐‐ Can integrate into your context
menu so you never even have to
open the application

‐‐ Simple and Advanced GUI views

‐‐ Can convert many files at a time.

‐‐ More robust file‐type handling
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